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Who am I?





An overview of CI/CD

Back to the beginning



Continuous Integration

Continuous Deployment Delivery



requires for each step to be pipelined

outside of the scope of continuity

You are using a slice of DevOps



Docker for image containerization

and artifact management

Github for repository management and workflows

There are many other choices, pick your favourite:

- CircleCI

- Jenkins

- Azure Pipelines

- Google Cloud Build

- BuildBot



The process of CI/CD brings a lot of benefits to the table

- More efficient builds

- Better metrics

- Integration testing on each build

- Faster release times

- More control over fixes and faster knowledge loop

- Powerful tooling

- BYO preferences policy (bring your own)



It’s a platform that makes Continuous Integration

and Continuous Delivery a developer favourite cookie

- Workflows

- Automated pipelines 

- Scheduled jobs



Github Actions has a generous free tier

for public and private repositories

that can run your Actions for up to 2000 minutes.

Action times are counted in minutes as the minimum

time usage.



Actions are written in workflow files in the

.github/workflows directory

To write them we use a special markup language

called YAML with files identified by the .yml or .yaml

file extension



Either create a workflow inside .github/workflows directory or 

create a new workflow from the Github UI directly in your

repository ☺



An Action is a collection of triggers and jobs

defined by the user.

A trigger binds to an event while a job describes all the steps

that an action will need to fulfill before it’s complete

































are so many more features to 
Github Actions left to learn!

- Understanding Github Actions

- Finding Actions

- Github Actions course

Git is quite important, so:

- Git the simple guide

- Oh shit git!

Bing, Google, Ecosia, DuckDuckGo. Pick your 
favorite Search Engine and look for great 
learning material!

https://docs.github.com/en/actions/learn-github-actions/understanding-github-actions
https://docs.github.com/en/actions/learn-github-actions/finding-and-customizing-actions
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TLB5MY9BBa4
https://rogerdudler.github.io/git-guide/
https://ohshitgit.com/


Where to find me

@404answnotfound

lorenzopieri

https://www.ictpower.it/

https://404answernotfound.eu/

@404answernotfound

404AnswerNotFound Podcast

https://osday.dev by SH
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